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Welcome%to%the%first%issue%of%the%Caribbean(Journal(of(International(
Relations(&(Diplomacy%of%2015.%As%we%enter%our%third%year,%we%have%
some% very% exciting% developments% planned% for% the% next% few% issues.%
Later% in% the% year,% we% will% be% publishing% a% set% of% papers% on% the%
question% of% Child( Rights( in( the( Caribbean% in% conjunction% with%
UNICEF,% as% part% of% the% wider% development% of% the% Caribbean( Child(
Rights(Observatory(Network((CCRON).%This%is(a%crucial%body,%which%
has% been% situated% at% the% Institute% of% International% Relations% (IIR)%
since% 2014.% It% is% charged% with% the% important% task% of% monitoring,%
collating% and% disseminating% data% and% knowledge% with% the% aim% of%
extending% and% ameliorating% the% human% rights% of% children.% Beyond%
this,% we% are% planning% a% special% issue% on% the% evolution% of% the%
Caribbean%Court%of%Justice,%and%also%other%fora%on,%for%example,%the%
question% of% reparations.% All% of% these% themes% –% while% not,% perhaps,%
the% traditional% fodder% of% ‘international% relations’% –% quite% rightly%
speak% to% our% broader% mandate% of% debating% crucial% intellectual% and%
policy% issues% from% an% outward4looking,% genuinely% global%
perspective,%albeit%one%which%is%rooted%in%the%Caribbean.%%%
The%current%issue%of%the%journal%is%a%case%in%point.%Following%on%
from% the% December% 2014% special% issue% on% the% future% of% regional%
integration,%we%continue%the%theme%to%some%extent%here.%We%begin%
with%an%excellent%article%by%Yentyl%Williams,%a%Brussels4based%trade%
policy% expert,% which% reflects% on% the% longer4term% consequences% of%
the% European% Union% (EU)4CARIFORUM% Economic% Partnership%
Agreement% (EPA)% for% both% the% nature% of% the% relationship% between%
the%EU%and%the%Caribbean,%and%for%Europe’s%trade%and%development%
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policy%more%broadly.%Such%an%analysis%is,%in%my%view,%long%overdue.%
In%fact,%it%is%striking%that,%almost%a%decade%since%the%EPA%was%signed%
–%time%that%has%seemed%to%pass%extremely%quickly%–%the%discussion%
of% it% has% actually% gone% quiet.% From% time4to4time,% studies% of,% for%
example,%the%state%of%play%in%implementation,%do%appear.1%However,%
broader%debates%–%particularly%those%that%address%wider%questions%
of% power,% legitimacy% and% even% ideology% alongside% more% prosaic%
technical% concerns% –% have% been,% perhaps% somewhat% surprisingly,%
rare.%%
To% my% mind% this% is% deeply% worrying,% for% three% reasons.% First,%
there%is%the%narrow%technical%problem:%we%have%comparatively%little%
analysis% on% the% implementation% of% the% EPA% itself% or% the% role% that%
this% plays% in% the% trade% and% development% strategies% of% individual%
countries% or% the% Caribbean% as% a% whole.% Second,% and% something%
which% I% personally% find% much% more% concerning,% is% the% paucity% of%
serious,%critical%engagement%with%a%process%that%was,%and%remains,%
controversial.% I% have% complained% about% this% at% length% in% previous%
editorials,%and%it%remains%pressing,%since%there%are%a%huge%number%
of% unanswered% questions,% both% intellectual% and% more% practical,%
regarding% how% the% world% deals% with% the% intensification% of%
neoliberal% modes% of% development% at% the% very% point% at% which% they%
appear% to% have% run% out% of% steam.% Big% questions% of% justice,% equity,%
freedom% and% democracy% need% to% be% addressed,% there% needs% to% be%
serious%debate%within%the%Caribbean%about%the%forms%and%patterns%
of%development%it%seeks%to%achieve%in%the%future,%and%this%has%to%be%
undertaken%in%a%strategic%fashion.2%Just%look%at%what%is%happening%in%
sub4Saharan% Africa:% many% countries% are% refusing% to% even% initial% an%
EPA,% and% they% are% pushing% back% against% an% EU% agenda% that% is%
considered% a% hegemonic% –% even% neo4colonial% 4% attempt% to% reshape%
the%political%geography%of%that%region.%Yet%we%are%barely%aware%of%it%
in% the% Caribbean,% even% though% it% carries% a% range% of% troubling%
implications%for%us.%This%brings%us%to%the%third%problem:%what%is%the%
future% of% the% African,% Caribbean% and% Pacific% (ACP)% grouping% in% a%
world% where% deep% splits% have% become% evident,% even% though% we%
now%have%an%extremely%able%West%Indian%–%Ambassador%P.I.%Gomes%
of%Guyana%–%leading%the%organization?%%
For%these%reasons%and%more,%Williams’s%article%is%welcome.%In%it,%
she%reflects%on%the%longer4term%effects%of%the%EPA,%in%part%by%looking%
back% at% the% justifications% for% the% agreement% and% contrasting% them%
with%its%as4yet%unrealized%promise.%Moreover,%she%sets%this%analysis%
within%wider%academic%debates%about%the%extent%to%which%European%
engagement% with% the% ACP% in% general% 4% and% the% Caribbean% in%
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particular% –% is% something% which% is% essentially% cooperative% or,% as%
Stephen%Hurt%has%put%it,%coercive.3%Her%conclusions%are%twofold.%One%
is%that,%essentially,%we%are%already%approximately%a%third%of%the%way%
through%the%most%generous%adjustment%timelines%that%were%granted%
to% Caribbean% countries% under% the% EPA,% and% implementation% is%
proceeding% at% a% glacial% pace.% As% such,% the% region% is% sleepwalking%
towards% a% very% painful% cliff4edge% where,% suddenly,% it% will% have%
wasted% 25% years%during% which%time% the% potential% gains% of% the% EPA%
will%have%been%lost.%Indeed,%some%scholars%–%even%those%sceptical%of%
the%merits%of%the%EPA%in%general,%myself%included%–%believe%that%the%
most%dynamic%gains%were%already%lost%in%the%first%two%or%three%years%
after% the% EPA’s% signing.4% Indeed,% it% is% not% beyond% the% realms% of%
possibility%that%some%countries%will%not%have%implemented%the%EPA%
–%and%some%parliaments%may%not%even%have%ratified%it%–%once%some%
of% the% twenty4five% year% timelines% for% phasing% out% subsidies% and%
tariff4barriers%have%finally%elapsed!%The%other%central%conclusion%of%
Williams’s% analysis% is% that,% following% other% recent% work% on% Africa,%
the%EPA%is%not%as%supportive%of%regional%integration%as%many%of%its%
proponents%claim;%the%opposite%may%in%fact%be%true.5%
Following%this,%we%are%honoured%to%be%able%to%publish%two%pieces%
by% serving% Caribbean% Prime% Ministers.% Indeed,% more% than% this,% we%
are% truly% fortunate% to% have% amongst% the% regional% political% elite%
longstanding% stewards% of% integrationist% politics% who% are% both% able%
and% willing% to% make% thoughtful,% committed% and% insightful%
interventions% into% crucial% debates.% With% this% in% mind,% both% articles%
are% lightly% edited% versions% of% invited% lectures% made% at% the%
University% of% The% West% Indies% (UWI)% over% the% past% year,% and% both%
offer% compelling% analyses% of% different% facets% of% the% Caribbean’s%
contemporary%regional%predicament.%%
The% first,% by% Dr% Ralph% Gonsalves% of% St% Vincent% and% the%
Grenadines,% is% a% thorough% unpicking% of% the% legal% and% political%
dimensions% of% the% controversial% –% and% somewhat% infamous% –% case%
brought% by% Shanique% Myrie% against% the% government% of% Barbados%
that% was% recently% adjudicated% by% the% Caribbean% Court% of% Justice%
(CCJ).% Ms% Myrie% was% awarded% significant% damages% after% quite%
horrific% treatment% at% the% hands% of% immigration% and% customs%
officials% in% Barbados.% What% is% most% impressive% about% Gonsalves’%
analysis% is% the% way% in% which% he% steadily% outlines% the% relevant%
passages% of% law% underpinning% the% CCJ,% and% in% doing% so% reflects% on%
the%implications%of%the%case%for%both%the%Court%itself%and%the%wider%
integration%process.%In%all,%his%conclusion%appears%to%be%ultimately%a%
positive%one:%specifically%that%a%quite%nasty%episode%in%the%region’s%
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recent%history%has%done%much%to%strengthen%the%CCJ,%in%the%eyes%of%
both%the%public%and%politicians,%as%a%vital%organ%of%governance%that%
is%able%to%dispassionately%arbitrate%and%serve%justice%in%the%region.%
The% fact% that% so% many% countries% are% now% finally% signing% up% to% the%
appellate%jurisdiction%of%the%Court,%too,%suggests%a%brighter%future.%
The%second%of%the%two%Prime%Ministerial%papers%is%by%Dr%Kenny%
Anthony% of% St% Lucia.% Over% the% past% couple% of% years,% the% Open%
Lectures% Committee% of% the% St% Augustine% Campus% of% The% UWI% has%
invited% a% number% of% national% and% regional% leaders% to% come% and%
speak% on% the% subject% of% integration% in% a% Distinguished% Lecture%
under% the% title% Conversations( with( CARICOM.% Anthony’s% analysis,%
which%was%a%part%of%this%series,%is%an%arresting%one:%
%
It%is%my%view%4%and%I%am%not%alone%in%this%4%that%the%Caribbean%is,%and%
has% for% too% long,% been% stalled% at% a% crossroads% of% indecision;% stalled%
for% so% long% that% we% are% in% danger% of% becoming% anachronistic% 4%
literally%out%of%time%4%and%out%of%step%with%the%rest%of%the%world.6%

)
This% line% has% haunted% me% since% the% event% itself.% It% carries% ghostly%
echoes% of% ANR% Robinson’s% famous% declaration% at% Grande% Anse,%
Grenada,%as%the%West%Indian%Commission%was%established%in%1989,%
that% the% region% risked% ‘becoming% a% backwater,% separated% from% the%
main% current% of% human% advance% into% the% twenty4first% century’.7% I%
have%little%doubt%that%Anthony%will%also%be%quoted%for%a%long%time%to%
come.% The% fact% that% we% are% still% making% such% gloomy% declarations%
should% worry% any% observer% of% Caribbean% development% and%
integration.% However,% Anthony’s% analysis% is% not% an% unremittingly%
negative% one,% even% though% it% is% undeniably% bleak:% he% begins% to% a%
chart%a%way%forward,%demanding%that%we%think%very%carefully%about%
the% distinctiveness% of% the% world% that% is% slowly% hovering% into% view%
today,% and% ‘reconfigure’% CARICOM% in% such% a% way% that% it% can% be%
properly%re4tooled%to%deal%with%a%very%different%set%of%challenges%to%
those%that%faced%the%region%in%either%1973%or%1989.%
Our%next%article,%by%Danielle%Edwards,%is%an%analytical%note%that%
looks% at% the% tensions% displayed% in% the% recent% attempts% by% Chinese%
capital%to%develop%an%offshore%logistics%hub%on%the%Goat%Islands%on%
Jamaica’s% coast.% This% is% a% fascinating% short% paper% that% situates% the%
discussion% within% a% number% of% wider% debates% relating% to% Chinese%
investment%and%its%often4ambiguous%public/private%nature,%the%role%
it%plays%–%politically%and%diplomatically%4%within%China’s%approach%to%
development% assistance% and% therefore% the% relationship% between%
Beijing%and%Caribbean%governments,%and,%finally,%the%environmental%
consequences% of% commercial% and% industrial% development% in% what%
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are% often% areas% of% highly% sensitive% ecological% richness% and% natural%
beauty.% In% all,% the% myriad% problems% facing% Jamaica% as% it% seeks% to%
balance% the% trade4offs% between% a% promise% of% jobs% and% investment,%
the% maintenance% of% good% relations% with% an% emerging% hegemonic%
power,% and% protection% of% its% delicate% coastline% are% extremely%
difficult% to% reconcile% with% each% other.% In% short,% the% challenge% of%
China%is%not%going%to%go%away:%Beijing%is%going%to%increasingly%shape%
the% 21st% Century% experience% of% the% entire% Caribbean;% our% thinking%
(and%strategy)%needs%to%desperately%catch%up%with%this%reality.%
Finally,% in% this% issue,% we% carry% our% second% selection% of% book%
reviews.%These%include%a%range%of%interesting%analyses%running%the%
gamut% modern% international% relations:% books% on% the% international%
political% economy% (IPE)% of% governance;% European% integration% and%
‘offshore% Europe’,% including% many% of% our% Caribbean% non4sovereign%
territories;%the%role%of%major%development%institutions,%such%as%the%
World%Bank%and%International%Monetary%Fund;%regionalism%in%Latin%
America% and% the% Caribbean;% and% the% issue% of% ‘failed’% states.% In% all,%
there% is% much% here% to% pique% the% interest% of% academics% and%
practitioners% alike,% as% well% as% casual% readers.% Moreover,% if% you%
would%like%to%review%a%book%for%us%–%or%if%you%wish%to%contact%us%to%
offer%feedback%or%suggestions%4%please%see%our%website%for%details%on%
how%to%go%about%doing%this,%or%send%us%an%email.8%
)
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%%%See,%for%example,%in%this%journal:%Courtney%Lindsay,%‘The%EU4CARIFORUM%EPA:%
Regulatory%and%Policy%Changes%and%Lessons%for%Other%ACP%Countries’,%Caribbean(
Journal(of(International(Relations(&(Diplomacy,(Vol.%1,%No.%3,%2013,%pp.5429.%
2%%%Matthew%Louis%Bishop,%‘Editorial:%The%Caribbean%Amidst%New%Regional%and%Global%
Dynamics’,%Caribbean(Journal(of(International(Relations(&(Diplomacy,(Vol.%2,%No.%4,%
2014,%pp.1421.%As%an%aside,%by%critique%I%do%not%necessarily%mean%criticism.%The%
shallow%slogans%of%knee4jerk%critics%of%globalization%are%equally%as%frustrating%as%
the%thinly4veiled%ideological%nonsense%that%characterizes%much%of%the%neoliberal%
approach%to%it.%What%we%need%is%a%rigorous%critique%that%genuinely%seeks%to%
understand%the%world%and%the%way%it%is%changing,%that%questions%old%certainties%on%
both%left%and%right,%and%seeks%to%chart,%first,%an%intellectual%course%from%which,%
second,%a%distinctive,%indigenous%development%strategy%might%be%forged%that%
permits%the%region%to%come%to%terms%with%the%dramatic%political,%economic,%social%
and%ecological%changes%that%are%underway%globally.%
3%%%See%Stephen%R.%Hurt,%Donna%Lee%and%Ulrike%Lorenz4Carl,%‘The%Argumentative%
Dimension%to%the%EU4Africa%EPAs’,%International(Negotiation,%Vol.%18,%No.%1,%2013,%
pp.%67487;%Stephen%R.%Hurt,%‘The%EU4SADC%Economic%Partnership%Agreement%
Negotiations:%'locking%in'%the%neoliberal%development%model%in%southern%
Africa?’,%Third(World(Quarterly,%Vol.%33,%No.%3,%2012,%pp.%4954510;%and%Stephen%R.%
Hurt%‘Co4operation%and%coercion?%The%Cotonou%Agreement%between%the%European%
Union%and%ACP%states%and%the%end%of%the%Lomé%Convention’,%Third(World(
Quarterly,%Vol.%24,%No.%1,%2003,%pp.%1614176.%
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%%%See,%inter(alia,%Heron,%‘Asymmetric%bargaining%and%development%trade4offs%in%the%
CARIFORUM4European%Union%Economic%Partnership%Agreement’,%Review%of%
International%Political%Economy,%2010,%pp.%824110;%and%Matthew%Louis%Bishop,%
Tony%Heron%and%Anthony%Payne,%‘Caribbean%Development%Alternatives%and%the%
CARIFORUM4European%Union%Economic%Partnership%Agreement’,%Journal%of%
International%Relations%and%Development,%16,%1,%2013,%824110.%
5%%%Tony%Heron%&%Peg%Murray4Evans,%‘Europe%and%the%Global%South%After%the%Crisis:%
The%Demise%of%Interregionalism?’%Paper%presented%at%the%Sheffield%Political%
Economy%Research%Institute%(SPERI)%Annual%Conference,%Sheffield,%UK,%July%2013.%
6%%%Kenny%Anthony,%‘Delivered%or%Denied:%The%Dividends%of%Integration’,%Caribbean(
Journal(of(International(Relations(&(Diplomacy,(Vol.%3,%No.%1,%2015,%pp.51463,%p.52.)
7%%%Robinson,%ANR.%The(West(Indies(beyond(1992.%Paper%prepared%for%the%CARICOM%
Heads%of%Government%Conference,%Grand%Anse,%Grenada,%July%1989.!
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